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ERIC MYERS 

 

WHEN the singer Trude Aspeling went to London last year to appear at Ronnie Scott’s club, 

and later appeared at the 1987 Festival of Perth, jazz fans marvelled at her ability to land the 

plum jobs. 

 

What qualities had prompted programmers to choose her over other applications for these 

prestigious events? 
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This performance at Gossips, a bustling little cabaret venue at Neutral Bay, gave some clues 

to Aspeling’s extraordinary appeal. 

 

Considered purely as a jazz singer, Aspeling is an unusual phenomenon among Sydney’s 

women jazz performers. She does not have the compact understatement of Marie Wilson; the 

brilliant technique of Kerrie Biddell; nor the accomplished scat singing ability of Sandie 

White. 

 

Yet Trude Aspeling locates her art on somewhat different turf. Rather than offer a normal 

fare of jazz singers — tasteful versions of jazz standards — she strives for an energy level, 

that indispensable state of grace where a spirit flows through the music. She offers a musical 

experience which, when it works, is energising, even inspiring, and this is the secret of her 

appeal. 

 

In reaching the general rather than the specialist audience she is inestimably aided by the 

natural strength of her voice — big, deep and powerful, with an undeniable Sarah Vaughan 

quality. 

 

The subject matter of her repertoire is notable too. While most jazz singers perform a string 

of separate tunes not unified by a common theme, Aspeling appears, more than most, to be 

singing about life itself, in the tradition of the great black singers. 

 

Her opening tune was Let’s Live Together Now and, throughout the performance, she 

communicated strongly the message that music could bring us together. In the cold light of 

day this might be a corny sentiment, but when Aspeling brought this feeling to a tumultuous 

crescendo in the tune Everything is Everywhere in the last set, everyone in the audience felt 

the spirit. 

 

Where, you might ask, is jazz relevant to this process? Ironically, as much as Trude Aspeling 

supersedes jazz, her art is unthinkable without the surrounding creative flair of jazz 

musicians. 

 

Here, she was immensely aided by her splendid trio Spyrals: Dave Colton (guitar), Joe 

Vizzone (drums) and John Aue (electric and double bass). A relatively new combination, 

they played all night in a relaxed, unforced manner letting the energy emerge naturally. By 

the third set, the group was soaring. 

 

Like all singers who are audacious enough to refuse to play safe, Trude Aspeling runs the risk 

occasionally of not bringing it off. But, in my view, that is a small price to pay for the riches 

that she produces at her best. 

 
 


